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Abstract

In this article, we address three policy questions regarding the Portuguese cable televi-

sion industry. First whether the high concentration in the industry has a technological

justi�cation. Second what is the level of market power that the cable television �rms

exercise? Third, what is the impact on prices and welfare of two acquisitions an-

nounced recently? We develop a structural model of the cable television industry that

includes both a demand and a supply side. The model is estimated for a rich panel of

Portuguese �rm level data, and used to address these policy questions. The demand is

described by a nested logit model model. Consumers have elastic demands. The costs

are described by a �xed e¤ects cost frontier with a Cobb-Douglas speci�cation. Cable

television services and broadband access to the internet services are characterized by

increasing returns to scale, and economies of scope. Firms exercise more market power

than if they played a Nash equilibrium, but less market power than if the colluded

perfectly. The two announced acquisitions will have a small impact on prices and

welfare.
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1 Introduction

Traditionally, the cable television industry was regarded as a natural monopoly, and

the licensed �rms were granted exclusive rights on a given geographical area.1 In contrast,

in Portugal there is no regulatory limit to the number of cable television �rms that can

operate in the same geographic area. In a country with about 10 million inhabitants there

are currently six cable television �rms, and it is common for several �rms to operate in

the same local market. However, despite this seemingly large number of �rms the industry

is very concentrated. The largest �rm has a subscriber market share of 84%, and the two

largest �rms have a subscriber market share of 97%. The �rst question we want to address in

this article is whether the high concentration in the industry has a technological justi�cation.

In Portugal the retail prices of the cable television �rms are unregulated. In this context,

high levels of concentration raise competition concerns. The second question we want to

address in this article is what is the level of the market power that the cable �rms exercise.

In 2007 were announced two acquisitions that would reduce the number of �rms from

six to two. The third question we want to address in this article is the impact of these two

acquisitions on prices and welfare. This consolidation occurs in the context of an emerging

trend of cable television �rms o¤ering voice services, and telecommunications �rms o¤ering

video services.

To address these three questions, we develop a structural model of the cable television

industry that includes both the demand and the supply side. The model is then estimated

for a rich panel of Portuguese �rm level data.

For the demand model, we assume a discrete choice model. For the cost model, we assume

a �xed e¤ects cost frontier, to account for the eventual correlation between e¢ ciency draws

and output decisions. We use as outputs cable television services and broadband access to

the internet services.

The demand model on which we base our conclusions is a nested logit model (McFadden,

1978). We use the demand model to estimate the price elasticities of demand. Consumers

have elastic demands.

The cost model on which we base our conclusions is a �xed e¤ects cost frontier with

a Cobb-Douglas speci�cation (Greene, 2002). We use the cost model to estimate: the

economics of scale, the economics of scope, the ine¢ ciency ratios, and the observed price-

cost margins. Cable television services and broadband access to the internet services are

1The underlying technology requires large investments in a central receiving station, and coaxial distri-

bution wires passing the homes of potential subscribers.
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characterized by increasing returns to scale and economies of scope.

Given that the cable television technology is characterized by increasing returns to scale,

the high concentration in the industry is justi�ed.

We compare the observed and the estimated price-cost margins, following Nevo (2001).

Firms exercise more market power than if they played a Nash equilibrium, but less market

power than if they colluded perfectly.

Two acquisitions announced recently will generate small e¢ ciency gains, if any, and have

a small impact on prices and welfare. On average, each household would spend an additional

1:66% per quarter, compared to current expenditure levels. The emerging trend of the cable

television and telecommunications industries puts further in perspective these results.

Our methodological approach draws on two literature strands. First, it draws on the

discrete choice literature, represented among others by Domencich and McFadden (1975),

McFadden (1974), McFadden (1978), and McFadden (1981). In the industrial organization

literature, Berry (1984), Berry et al. (1995), and Nevo (2001) applied discrete choice models

to the analysis of market structure. Second, our methodological approach draws on cost

frontier literature, represented among others by Aigner et al. (1977) and Kumbhakar and

Lovell (2000).

Regarding the empirical literature on the cable television industry, Mayo and Otsuka

(1991), using data from the US cable television industry from 1982, found that regulation

did not lead to marginal cost pricing for basic cable services, but kept prices below monopoly

levels. Where regulation constrained basic prices, cable �rms responded by charging higher

prices for pay cable services. Similarly, Rubinovitz (1993) found that regulation did not lead

to marginal, or average, cost pricing for basic cable services, but kept prices below monopoly

levels. Emmons and Prager (1997) showed that competition and nonprivate ownership are

associated with lower prices for basic cable television service. On average, the quality of

basic service o¤ered by competing cable operators does not di¤er from that provided by

privately owned monopolists. Ford and Jackson (1997) showed that concentration and

integration lower the programming cost of cable systems a¢ liated with larger multiple-

system operators. These discounts are partially passed along to consumers in the form of

lower prices. Crawford (2000) measured the bene�ts to households of the 1992 Cable Act in

the US.2 The regulations mandated price reductions of 10 � 17%. However, he found that
cable �rms responded in ways that annulled any impact on consumer welfare. Goolsbee

2In 1992, following large price increases, Congress passed the Act which reregulated the industry and led

the FCC to impose price caps in 1993.
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and Petrin (2004) estimated a structural consumer level demand system for satellite, basic

cable, premium cable and local antenna. The estimates were used to address several issues

related to the competition between direct broadcast satellites and cable. Savage and Wirth

(2005) showed that incumbents o¤er more channels to consumers in markets facing greater

potential competition from broadband service providers, wireline overbilders or incumbent

local exchange carriers. Chipty (2001) examined the e¤ects on program o¤erings, prices,

and subscriptions of vertical integration between programming and distribution in the cable

television industry. Integrated �rms tend to exclude rival program services. In addition,

vertical integration does not harm, and may actually bene�t, consumers because of the

associated e¢ ciency gains. Law and Nolan (2002) used annual operating and �nancial data

from 1992 � 1996 to estimate a translog cost function for the Canadian cable television
industry. They found evidence against a natural monopoly. The minimum e¢ cient scale of

Canadian cable television �rms fell through the sample period, and most cable �rms exhibit

constant returns to scale.3

Finally, our article relates to the literature on merger simulation using discrete choice

models represented among others by Dube (2005), Ivaldi (2005), Ivaldi and Verboven (2005),

Nevo (2000a), and Pinske and Slade (2004).4 These studies used �rm level data, with the

exception of Dube (2005), which used household level data.

Our article is the �rst to estimate a structural model that includes both a demand and

a cost frontier of the cable television industry. In addition it is also the �rst to incorporate

broadband access to the internet as a relevant product.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the cable

television industry in Portugal. Section 3 presents the econometric model. Section 4 presents

the data, the identi�cation assumptions, and the estimation results. Section 5 conducts the

analysis of the �rms�market power and the e¤ects of the acquisitions. Finally, section 6

concludes.
3Other older estimates of cost functions for the cable television industry include Noam (1985) and Owen

and Greenhalgh (1986). Both �nd small estimates of the scale elasticity. See Hazlett (1986, 1990) for a

critical appraisal of those estimates. Note additionally that the assumption of constant marginal costs is

common on the literature, e.g., Mayo and Otsuka (1991) and Rubinovitz (1993).
4See also Baker and Bresnahan (1985) and Hausman and Zona (1994).
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2 The Portuguese Cable Television Industry

In Portugal, the cable television industry started in 1994 with the �rm Tv Cabo, CATV.

Initially, the telecommunications incumbent, Portugal Telecom, PT, owned both the �rm

that operated the PSTN, and the CATV. By the end of 2007, PT spined-of CATV, which

became Zon. In August of 2007, CATV announced an agreement with Par�tel for the

acquisition of their cable companies: Bragatel, Pluricanal Leiria, and Pluricanal Santarém.

Later in 2007, CATV announced an agreement with TvTel for the acquisition of that �rm.

Both transactions require the approval of Autoridade da Concorrência, the Portuguese com-

petition authority.

The di¤usion process of cable television was particularly fast, as indicated by Table I.

[Table I]

By the end of 2005, 75% of the Portuguese houses was cabled, and 28% of the households

subscribed cabled services. The metropolitan regions of Lisbon and Porto account for 65%

of the cabled households, and 68% of the total number of subscribers. Satellite television,

o¤ering similar packages of television channels, is available for the geographic areas that are

not cabled.

In 2007, the industry encompassed six �rms, as indicated in Table II.

[Table II]

Seemingly, there is a relatively large number of cable television �rms in Portugal. How-

ever: (i) the �rms�market shares are very asymmetric; (ii) not all �rms are active in all

geographic areas; and (iii) some �rms are owned by the same economic group.

Table III shows the asymmetry in the market shares.

[Table III]

The largest �rm is six times larger than the second largest �rm, and the two largest �rms

have a market share of 97%.

Figure I presents a map with that the number of operators active by geographic area.

[Figure I]

Table IV present the ownership structure of the di¤erent cable �rms.

[Table IV]
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3 Econometric Model

In this section, we present the econometric model. First, we provide a brief introduction

of the demand and cost models we estimate. Second, we present the assumptions about the

behavior of �rms.

3.1 Demand

3.1.1 Utility of Cable Television Services

We index consumers with subscript i = 1; :::; I, products with subscript j = 1; : : : ; J ,

and periods with subscript t = 1; : : : ; T .

We assume that the products of the cable industry can be partitioned into G di¤erent

groups. Denote by Jg, the set of products belonging to group g = 1; :::; G. Each group g

contains Jg products:
PG

g=1 Jg = J . Since products belonging to the same group share a

common set of unobserved features, consumers may have correlated preferences over these

features. Denote by �g, the similarity index, which measure the heterogeneity of consumer

preferences for cable products belonging to the same group g.

Denote by xjt, a K-dimensional vector of observed characteristics of alternative j in

period t, denote by pjt, the price of alternative j in period t, denote by �jt, the utility

derived from unobserved characteristics of alternative j in period t, and denote by ui0t, the

utility of the outside option, of not buying any product or buying an alternative not included

in the inside options.

Denote by �, the price coe¢ cient, i.e., the marginal utility of income, by � a vector of

parameters that translate the consumers�valuation of the di¤erent product characteristics.

De�ne variable �gt, as a component common to all products in group g in period t, and by

eijt, an idiosyncratic taste variable. The utility derived by consumer i from using product j

in period t is given by:

uijt = ��pjt + x
0

jt� + �jt + � igt + (1� �g) eijt:

Variable �jt := ��pjt + x
0
jt� + �jt is interpreted as the common, across consumers,

mean utility of alternative j in period t, and variable � igt+(1� �g) eijt is interpreted as the
individual-product-time period-speci�c deviation from the commonmean. The common part

of the indirect utility of the outside option is normalized to 0. The conditions on McFadden�s

model required for the model to be consistent with random utility maximization are that

each �g belongs to the interval [0; 1]. When �g goes to 1, preferences for products of the same
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group g become perfectly correlated, i.e., these products are perceived as perfect substitutes.

Conversely, when �g goes to 0, preferences for all products become uncorrelated, and the

model reduces to a simple multinomial logit model. The nested logit model can therefore

be interpreted as a special case of the random coe¢ cients logit model. Variable �gt has a

distribution dependent on �g, and variable eijt has an extreme value distribution.

Let pt := (p1t; p2t; : : : ; pJt). Denote by sjtjg (pt), the probability of choosing product j in

period t conditional on purchasing a product in group g, denote by sgt (pt), the probability

of choosing a product of group g, and denote by s0t, the market share of the outside good

in period t. Assuming that consumers choose the alternative that maximizes utility, the

distributional assumptions yield the following choice probabilities, or market shares, for

each product j on Jg, as a function of the price vector pt:

sjt (pt) = Pr

�
uijt = max

l=0;1;:::;J
uilt

�
= sjtjg (pt)� sgt (pt) :

Following Berry (1994) and Verboven (1996), the random utility model introduced leads

to the following equations on the aggregate market shares of product j at time t:

ln sjt � ln s0t = ��pjt + x
0

jt� + �jt + �g ln sjtjg: (1)

A full set of time and product �xed e¤ects t and �j, respectively, can capture the time-

constant and product-speci�c e¤ects. The remaining error "jt captures only the residual

unobserved product valuations varying across products and time:

ln sjt � ln s0t = ��pjt + x
0

jt� + �g ln sjtjg + t + �j + "jt:

In the case of the multinomial logit model this equation (1) becomes:

ln sjt � ln s0t = ��pjt + x
0

jt� + �jt:

3.1.2 Price Elasticities of Demand

For the logit model, the elasticity of demand of product j with respect to the price of

product k in period t is:

�jkt =
@sjt
@�kt

@�kt
@pkt

pkt
sjt

=

8>><>>:
��pjt (1� sjt) if j = k

�pktskt if j 6= k
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For the nested logit model, the elasticity of demand of product j on Jg with respect to

the price of product k in period t is:

�jkt =
@sjt
@�kt

@�kt
@pkt

pkt
sjt

=

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

�pjt

�
sjt � 1

(1��) +
�

(1��)�sjtjg

�
if j = k

�pkt

�
�

(1��)�sktjg + skt

�
if j 6= k and k on Jg

�pktskt if j 6= k and k not on Jg

3.1.3 Consumer Welfare Valuation

Denote by �
0

j and �
00

j , the utility levels before and after the merger, respectively. The

compensating variation is given by:5

CV = � 1
�
[lnH (�001; : : : ; �

00
J)� lnH (�01; : : : ; �0J)]

For the nested logit model, H =
PG

g=1

�P
j2Jg e

�j
1��g

�1��g
. This formula is valid only when

the indirect utility function is linear in income, i.e., when price changes have no income

e¤ects, which is the case assumed here.

3.2 Supply

3.2.1 Cost of Cable Television Services

We index �rms with subscript f = 1; :::; F . Denote by Cft the observed cost of �rm f in

period t, denote by yft, the (Jf � 1) vector of outputs of �rm f in period t, denote by !ft,

the (If � 1) vector of input prices of �rm f in period t, denote by �, a vector of parameters

to estimate, and denote by vft, an idiosyncratic error that follows an independently and

identically distributed normal distribution N (0; �2v).

An important feature of our model is that the actual operating cost may di¤er from the

minimum operating cost. Ine¢ ciency may prevent �rms from reaching the required output

level at the minimum cost, and this may result in upward distorted costs.6

5See Mcfadden (1981) and Small and Rosen (1981).
6There are several ways of thinking about ine¢ ciency. First, it may simply be the result of the irreducible

uncertainty that involves the creation of a new production process. This interpretation is in line with

Lippman and Rumelt (1982), Hopenhayn (1992), Jovanovic (1982), and Klepper and Graddy (1990). Second,

ine¢ ciency may be the result of agency or moral hazard problems within �rms. Third, ine¢ ciency may be

related to the quality of the �rm�s production factors.
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Let �ft on [1;+1) represent the level of e¢ ciency of �rm f in period t. If �ft = 1, the

�rm is producing at the minimum cost, given its technology. In contrast, if �ft > 1, the

�rm is not producing as e¢ ciently as possible.

Let g(�) be a function of !ft and yft, and let uft := ln
�
�ft
�
. The costs of �rm f in

period t are given by:

Cft = g (!ft;yft; �)�ft exp (vft) :

Taking the natural log of both sides yields:

ln(Cft) = ln(g (!ft;yft; �)) + uft + vft; (2)

where the restrictions on �if imply that uft � 0. If �ft = 1, model (2) reduces to a standard
cost function.

Regarding the estimation, the literature, e.g., Aigner et al. (1977), and Kumbhakar and

Lovell (2000), typically assumes that uft is a time-varying �rm e¤ect. In particular, uft is

assumed to follow a time-varying decay speci�cation:

uft = exp f�� (t� Tf )guf ;

where Tf is the last period of �rm f , � is the decay parameter, and uf is assumed to be a

normal distribution truncated at zero with mean � and variance �2u. We also assume that

uf and vft are distributed independently of each other, and of the covariates in the model.

By letting � = �2u = 0, one obtains a standard cost function from the e¢ ciency frontier.

To account for the eventual correlation between the unobserved ine¢ ciency and the

output levels, we considered a �xed e¤ects e¢ ciency frontier speci�cation by including �rm

dummies in the regression.

3.2.2 Scale and Scope Economies, E¢ ciency, and Observed Margins

Denote by yftl, the output l of �rm f in period t. Returns to scale can be analyzed by

the value of the elasticity of the cost function with respect to a given output l: @ ln(Cft)

@ ln(yftl)
. A

value lower than 1 indicates increasing returns of scale. Similarly, economies of scope can

be analyzed through the sign of the second derivative of the above elasticity with respect to

output s: @2 ln(Cit)

@ ln(yftl)@ ln(yfts)
. A negative sign indicatives economies of scope.

The observed price-cost margin for product l can be recovered by taking the derivative

of the cost function with respect to output l: @Cft
@yftl

.

Let �2 := �2u+ �
2
v. The ratio  :=

�2u
�2
, where, 0 �  � 1, measures the ine¢ ciency in the

data. If  = 0, all the deviations from the frontier are due to the idiosyncratic error. This
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means that there are no technical ine¢ cient. If  = 1, all the deviations from the frontier

are due to �rm-speci�c ine¢ ciencies. Another standard measure of technical e¢ ciency is

given by TEft := E [exp (uft)] � 1. If TEft = 1, the �rm is on the e¢ cient frontier. Higher

values of TEft correspond to more ine¢ cient �rms.

3.2.3 Price Equilibrium

In this section we omit time subscripts. Each of the F �rms in the industry produces

some subset, �f , of the J alternative products available. Denote by mcj, the marginal cost

of product j, and denote by N , the size of the market.7 The pro�ts of �rm f are given by:

�f =
X
j2�i

(pf �mcj)Nsf (p) :

We assume that �rms choose prices and play a static non-cooperative game, i.e., a

Bertrand game. The Nash equilibrium of the game is characterized by the following set of

�rst order conditions:8

sj (p) +
X
r2�f

(pr �mcr)
@sr (p)

@pj
= 0:

It is possible to solve for the markups explicitly by de�ning a J � J ownership matrix

� with the jr element given by:


�jr =

8<: 1

0

if fr; jg belong to �f for some f
otherwise.

Given this matrix, it is possible to rewrite the j-th �rst-order condition, as a sum not

only of the products produced by �rm f , but of all products,

sj (p) +

JX
r=1


�jrMr%rj = 0;

where %rj := �@sr
@pj

represents the cross-price e¤ect of product r with respect to the price of

product j; and Mr := (pr �mcr) denotes product r�s markup.
Denoting 
 (p) as a J � J matrix with 
jr = 
�jr%jr, the �rst-order conditions can be

written, in vector notation, as follows:

s (p)� 
 (p)M = 0;

7We omit �xed costs since they play no role in our analysis.
8We assume that a Nash equilibrium exists. Caplin and Nalebu¤ (1991) proved existence in a general

discrete choice model, with single product �rms. Anderson and de Palma (1992) proved existence for the

nested logit model with symmetric multiproduct �rms.
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where s, p and M are J � 1 vectors of shares, prices and markups, respectively.
Consequently, given %rj and sj, for all j; r = 1; : : : ; J; the markups can be recovered from:

M = 
(p)�1 s (p) :

We can now easily compute the price-cost margins for di¤erent hypothetical ownership

structures, given by di¤erent matrices 
 (p), and asses the impact of changing the ownership

structure.

3.2.4 Pro�t Variation

Denote by (Y0;p0) and (Y00;p00) the levels of output and prices before and after the

merger, respectively. Taking a �rst-order approximation of the cost function of product j

around the current level of output, the pro�t function is:

�j(Y;p) = pjYj � Cj(Yj) ' pjYj � Cj(Y 0j )� cj(Yj � Y 0j ):

The pro�t variation for product j is then:

��j = �j(Y
00;p00)� �j(Y0;p0) ' p00jY

00
j � p0jY 0j � cj(Y 00j � Y 0j )

= (p00j � cj)Y 00j � (p0j � cj)Y 0j :

4 Empirical Analysis

In this section we present the estimates of the model.

4.1 Relevant Market

During the period to which the data refers, none of the cable television �rms o¤ered

either voice services, or broadband access to the internet through cable modem as a stand-

alone product. For the same period, none of the telecommunications �rms that use the

PSTN to supply their products o¤ered IPTV, or broadband access to the internet through

digital subscriber line as a stand-alone product. In these circumstances, we consider as the

relevant products for this market: (i) cable television services as a stand-alone product, and

(ii) cable television services bundled with broadband access to the internet through cable

modem services. In addition, we included in the sample the products that accounted, on

average, for at least half of one percent of the market, measured by subscribers.9

9See Pinkse and Slade (2004) for a similar procedure.
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4.2 Data Description

The dataset, collected by the Portuguese Competition Authority, is a �rm level quarterly

panel from 2002:1 to 2005:4. For each �rm and quarter it includes: (i) the number of

subscribers of cable television services,10 (ii) the revenues from cable television services; (iii)

the number of subscribers of cable television plus the number of subscribers of broadband

access to the internet through cable modem, (iv) the revenues from cable television services

plus broadband access to the internet through cable modem services; (v) the total costs,

(vi) the total number of employees, (vii) the total labour costs; (viii) the total costs with

content; and (ix) the total costs with materials.

We de�ne the output for cable television services as the number of subscribers of cable

television services, and the output for broadband access to the internet services as the

number of subscribers of broadband access to the internet services. We assume that the

potential market is the total number of households.11 The market shares are the ratio of

the corresponding number of subscribers to the potential market.

We excluded the costs with materials from total costs. The series of costs of materials

are very noisy, due possibly to the �rms�inventory behavior.12

The prices of the products are the ratio of the respective revenues to the number of sub-

scribers. This ratio has an advantage over the listed price of capturing the true transaction

prices, which in this market tend to be di¤erent from the listed ones.

The wage rate is the ratio of the labour costs to the number of workers, and the price of

content is the ratio of the costs with content to the number of subscribers.

Table V presents some general summary statistics for the raw data, as well as for the

derived prices and market shares.

[Table V]

The last two columns show the percentage of the variance due to product and quarter

di¤erences. Most of the variation is due to di¤erences across products.

10Cable television services as a stand-alone product.
11There are three alternatives to the de�nition of market size: (i) the number of households; (ii) the

number of cabled houses; (iii) the number of cabled houses by the incumbent. Alternative (ii) overestimates

the market size as in Portugal the same house can be cabled by di¤erent �rms. Between alternatives (i) and

(iii), the former seems more reasonable. We made a sensitivity analysis of our results with respect to those

alternatives, available upon request. Our results were shown to be robust.
12We did not have any measure of the �rms�individual costs of capital. We experimented with the interest

rate on 10 year treasury bills as a measure of the cost of capital. However, that measure is perfectly colinear

with the time dummies. For this reason we did not include it in the analysis.
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Table VI presents some disaggregated statistics that express the discrepancy by products.

[Table VI]

4.3 Demand Identi�cation

In the demand function, the right-hand side variables include prices and observed prod-

uct characteristics, e.g., content and availability. Unobserved product characteristics, e.g.,

quality, customer service, image, or advertising, constitute the structural error term. This

may give rise to two types of correlation between the left-hand side variables and the er-

ror term. First, in equilibrium, one may expect the prices and the relative market shares

to be a function of the unobserved product characteristics of the products available in the

market. Second, in a dynamic setting, observed and unobserved characteristics may also be

correlated. For these reasons, the estimation of the demand function requires instrumental

variables techniques.

Our estimation procedure relies on two identi�cation assumptions. First, regarding the

�rst type of correlation, we assume as valid instruments both the wage rage and the price

of content. This is justi�able because it is likely that these variables are simultaneously

correlated with prices, via the �rms�cost structure, and uncorrelated with the unobserved

product characteristics.13 Second, regarding the second type of correlation, we assume that

the timing at which �rms vary the observed characteristics of their products does not create

correlation between the observed and the unobserved characteristics.

4.4 Demand Function Estimates

We estimated through OLS and IV two demand models: (i) a multinomial logit model,

and (ii) a nested logit model.14 For both models the observed characteristics are: the

number of cabled houses, and the total cost with content. The number of cabled houses

proxies for the availability of a product. The total cost with content proxies for the qual-

ity of the product. In addition, in both models we include: product dummy variables,

and time dummy variables. The product dummy variables control for the product speci�c

characteristics that do not vary over time. The time dummy variables serve as additional

controls.

Table VII presents the estimates of the multinomial logit model.

13We did not consider the total cost of materials as a valid instrument for the price because the link

between this item and the price could be broken by the �rms�inventory behaviour.
14All procedures were coded in Stata.
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[Table VII]

The price coe¢ cient is both negative and signi�cant. Consumers value positively the

availability of the product, at a 10% signi�cance level. Surprisingly, after controlling for the

brand, consumers value content negatively.

Table VIII presents the estimates of the nested logit model. We assumed that the

Portuguese cable market can be partitioned into two clear groups of products: (i) cable

television, and (ii) cable television plus broadband access to the internet. The coe¢ cient

of the second nest had to be constrained to 0, to ensure consistency with random utility

maximization. The corresponding results are presented under the heading IV2.

[Table VIII]

The estimate of the price coe¢ cient is both negative and signi�cant. The estimates of

the coe¢ cients of the nests are signi�cant in all three speci�cations. After controlling for

the brand of the product, consumers do not value signi�cantly availability and content.

We adopt the nested logit model as the basis for our analysis.

4.5 Price Elasticities of Demand Estimates

We computed the price elasticities for the two demand models.

Table IX presents the median own- and cross-price elasticities of demand for the multino-

mial logit model.

[Table IX]

The average of the median of the estimates of the own-price elasticity is �1:810, whereas
the average of the median of the estimates of the cross-price elasticity is 0:105.

Table X presents the median own- and cross-price elasticities of demand for the nested

logit model.

[Table X]

The price elasticities of demand are larger in absolute value for the nested logit model

than for the multinomial logit model. The own-price elasticity for the video product of the

incumbent is substantially smaller than the own-price elasticities of the other products. The

average of the median of the estimates of the own-price elasticity is �5:091, whereas the
average of the median of the estimates of the cross-price elasticity is 0:739.15

15The estimates of the multinomial logit model are in line with other elasticities found in the literature.
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4.6 Cost Function Estimates

We estimated two cost models with a Cobb-Douglas speci�cation: (i) a cost function

through OLS, and (ii) a cost frontier through ML.16 Both models include �rm dummy

variables, and the cost function includes time dummy variables as controls.

Table XI presents the results for the estimation of both cost models.

[Table XI]

The �t of the model is extremely high. Thus, gains from more �exible models are

unlikely.17

The results for the cost frontier do not di¤er signi�cantly from the results for the cost

function. Both the prices of labour and content have a positive and signi�cant e¤ect on total

variable costs, with the latter having a stronger weight on cost variations. Furthermore, it

is not possible to reject the null hypothesis of homogeneity of degree one in input prices at

a 5% signi�cance level.18

4.6.1 Scale and Scope Economies, E¢ ciency, and Observed Margins

The estimate of the median elasticity of the total costs with respect to the number of

subscribers of cable television is 0:74 on average. This estimate is signi�cantly di¤erent from

both 0 and 1 at a 1% signi�cance level. Thus, cable television exhibits increasing returns to

scale.

The estimate of the elasticity of the total costs with respect to the number of subscribers

of access to the internet is not signi�cantly di¤erent from 0. Thus, access to the internet

services exhibits stronger increasing returns to scale than cable television services.

Mayo and Otsuka (1991) found a own-price elasticity for basic cable of �1:51 for the 50 largest urban areas,
and of �0:69 for rural areas. Rubinovitz (1993) found a own-price elasticity for basic cable of �1:5. Ford
and Jackson (1997) found a own-price elasticity for basic cable of �2:4. Crawford (2000) found an own-price
elasticity for basic cable of �1:67, and �0:66 and �0:49 for expanded services. Goolsbee and Petrin (2004)
found an own-price elasticity for basic cable of �1:5, for premium cable of �3:18, and for direct broadcast
satellite of �2:45. Savage and Wirth (2005) found a own-price elasticity for basic cable of �1:9. FCC (2001)
found a price elasticity of demand of �2:19. The estimates of tthe nested logit model are in line with those
of Chipty (2001), who found higher own-price elasticities of �5:9 for basic cable and the �2:0 for premium
cable.
16All procedures were coded in Stata.
17The Cobb-Douglas function does not allow to compute the minimum e¢ cient scale. We estimated the

models with a quadratic term for output. The estimate of the coe¢ cient was not statistically signi�cant.
18According to Rubinovitz (1993), the primary inputs into marginal costs are administrative, i.e., billing,

and programming costs.
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The estimate of the median elasticity of the total cost with respect to the number of

subscribers of joint cable television and access to the internet services is 0:63 on average.19

The estimate of the coe¢ cient of the product of the two types of output is negative and

signi�cantly di¤erent from zero. This implies that there are economies of scope between the

provision of cable television services and access to the internet services.

The estimate of coe¢ cient of the ratio  is 0:964, and is not statistically di¤erent from

1. This indicates that most of the deviations from the frontier are due to �rm-speci�c

ine¢ ciencies.

Table XII presents the median estimates of technical e¢ ciency TEit by �rm.

[Table XII]

There is a large di¤erence in terms of e¢ ciency between the two largest �rms and the

remaining �rms, with Cabovisão being the most e¢ cient �rm.

Given that the industry is characterized by increasing returns to scale, the high observed

concentration ratios are justi�ed. In addition, given the relative e¢ ciency of the �rms, the

long term viability of the smaller �rms is questionable.

5 Analysis

In this section we conduct the analysis of the model.

5.1 Decomposition of Price-Cost Margins

To assess the level of competition in the industry, we computed and compared the pre-

dicted and the observed price-cost margins, using the demand and the cost estimates, re-

spectively. Following Nevo (2001), we computed the predicted price-cost margins for four

hypothetical industry structures: (a) each of the di¤erent products are priced by single

product �rms, SPF, (b) the di¤erent products are priced by multi-product �rms according

to the current ownership, CO, (c) the di¤erent products are priced by multi-product �rms

according to the current ownership, plus the assumption that CATV and Cabovisão tacitly

collude, CTC, and (d) the di¤erent products are priced by multi-product �rms according to

the current ownership, plus the assumption that all �rms in the market tacitly collude, PPC.

The di¤erence in the margins between cases (a) and (b) gives an estimate of the portfolio

19This �gure takes in to account that the coe¢ cient on the number of subscribers of access to the internet

is not signi�cantly di¤erent from 0.
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e¤ect, whereas the di¤erence between cases (b) and (d) gives an estimate of the of full price

collusion e¤ect.

Table XII presents the predicted and observed price-cost margins.

[Table XIII]

The results indicate that: (i) the portfolio e¤ect is small, (ii) �rms exercise more market

power than if they played a Nash equilibrium, but less market power than if the colluded

perfectly.

5.2 Merger Simulation

Denote by 
post, the ownership structure after the merger, by cmc, the marginal cost
implied by the demand estimates and the pre-merger industry structure, and by p�, the

post-merger equilibrium price vector. Vector p� is computed as the solution to following

�rst-order condition:20

p� = cmc+ 
post (p�)�1 s (p�) :
In the analysis of the e¤ects of mergers one usually assumes that the original brands

remain after the merger, and only the ownership structure changes. However, in this ac-

quisition, the brands of the acquired �rms will, with high probability, be absorbed by the

brand CATV. Consider the acquisition of Par�tel by CATV. After the acquisition, it is

likely that the available products would reduce to the following: (i) CATV (video), (ii)

Cabovisão (video), (iii) TvTel (video), (iv) CATV (video+modem), and (v) Cabovisão

(video+modem). To account for this, we augment Nevo (2000)�s procedure with a new

step to compute the corresponding cross-price e¤ects of the brands that will remain in the

market. Let
P

k2� denote the summation over the set of pre-merger products that will be

included into the CATV (video) product. For the nested logit model, the price elasticity of

demand of product i with respect to the price of product j is:

�postij =

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

P
k2� �

pre
kk +

P
k2� (�

pre
ik + �

pre
ki ) ; if i = j = CATV (video)

P
k2� �

pre
kj ; if i = CATV (video) 6= j

P
k2� �

pre
ik ; if i 6= j = CATV (video)

�preij ; if i; j 6= CATV (video)

20All procedures were coded in MATLAB.
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Tables XIV-XVI present the median own- and cross-price elasticities for the products that

remain in the market after the three following hypothetical mergers, respectively: (i) Case

1 � the merger between CATV and Par�tel, (ii) Case 2 � the merger between CATV and

TvTel, and (iii) Case 3 � the merger between CATV, Par�tel, and TvTel. All computations
are based on the demand estimates presented in Table IX.

[Table XIV]

[Table XV]

[Table XVI]

As expected, the absolute value of the price elasticities of demand of the products of

CATV decrease slightly after the proposed acquisitions.

We assume that the marginal cost of the �rm that results from the acquisition corre-

sponds to the marginal cost of CATV (video).21 Given the previous assumption, and with

the new corresponding own- and cross-price e¤ects at hand, we can simulate the new prices

for the remaining products.

Tables XVII-XIX present the estimated median quarterly price impact of the proposed

acquisitions.

[Table XVII]

[Table XVIII]

[Table XIX]

After the merger, for the case of the simultaneous acquisition of Par�tel and TvTel, on

average, the median price per household and quarter increases by 1:66 % .22 The largest

price increase, 2:25%, occurs for the cable television product of CATV. For the cases of the

acquisition of only Par�tel, or of only TvTel, on average, the median price per household

per quarter increases by 1:26% and by 0:38%, respectively.

Tables XX-XXII present the estimated median quarterly market share impact of the

proposed acquisitions under the same marginal cost assumptions.

[Table XX]

21Given the size and e¢ ciency di¤erences between the �rms this seems a reasonable assumption. Recall

that the marginal cost of broadband access to the internet through cable modem is 0. Since there are scope

economies between video and access to the Internet, using only the marginal cost of video overestimates the

price increases.
22The average weighted by post-acquisition market shares.
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[Table XXI]

[Table XXII]

As expected, the median market shares of the products of the �rms that participate in

the acquisition decrease, and the median market shares of the other �rms increase. However,

the simulated market share variations are almost null.

Tables XXIII-XXV present the median consumer surplus, pro�t, and social welfare vari-

ations that result from the di¤erent mergers.

[Table XXIII]

[Table XXIV]

[Table XXV]

After the merger, for the case of the simultaneous acquisition of Par�tel and TvTel, the

median consumer surplus per household decreases by 1:27 euros per quarter, the median

pro�ts per household increase by 0:44 euros per quarter, and the median social welfare per

household decreases by 0:83 euros per quarter. For the cases of the acquisition of only

Par�tel, or of only TvTel, the median social welfare per household decreases by 0:62 euros

per quarter and by 0:23 euros per quarter, respectively.

We ignored the possibility that the merger could generate marginal cost reductions. This

assumption is justi�able given the relative size and the relative e¢ ciency of the acquiring

and the acquired �rms.

We predicted the average impact of the proposed mergers using national �rm level data.

However, the six Portuguese cable television �rms do not compete in every region. As a

consequence, our average results could be hiding large regional di¤erences. For the regions

where Par�tel and TvTel do not compete, the proposed mergers ought to have no impact

whatsoever. For the regions where Par�tel or TvTel compete, but not all �rms are active,

the actual impact of the mergers could be larger than the impact predicted by our analysis.

There are at least two reasons to believe that this is not the case. First, all cable television

�rms, and the two largest in particular, have national tari¤ plans.23 Second, and more im-

portantly, in the near future, all telecommunications �rms will o¤er voice, video, and access

to the internet services. This implies that in the near future, cable television �rms and

telecommunications �rms will compete against each other for the supply of these services.

Conceivably, the largest competitive threat for CATV will come from the telecommunica-

tions incumbent which operates the largest Portuguese telecommunications network: the
23There can be national tari¤ plans and regional discounts.
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PSTN. In that sense, the impact os the mergers predicted by this article overestimates, not

underestimates, the actual impact of the mergers.

6 Concluding Remarks

This article addresses three policy questions. For this purpose, we developed a model of

the cable television industry, which was then estimated for a rich panel of Portuguese �rm

level data.

The demand model on which we base our conclusions is a nested logit model. Households

have elastic demands. The cost model on which we base our conclusions is a �xed e¤ects

cost frontier with a Cobb-Douglas speci�cation. Cable television services and broadband

access to the internet services are characterized by increasing returns to scale and economies

of scope.

Our policy conclusions are as follows. First, given that the industry is characterized

by increasing returns to scale, a high concentration level is justi�ed. Second, �rms exercise

more market power than if they played a Nash equilibrium, but less market power than if the

colluded perfectly. Third, two announced acquisitions will generate small e¢ ciency gains, if

any, and will have a small impact on prices and welfare, particularly given the current trend

in the cable television and telecommunications industries.
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Several studies examine the e¤ect of actual and potential competition on cable pricing

and programming GAO (2000), FCC (2002).

First, we investigate if the high concentration in the industry has a technological justi-

�cation. Second, we asses the �rms�market power. Third, we determine the impact of two

acquisitions announced recently.

It will also be interesting to see how this emerging trend will impact the concentration

and competition in the industry. In addition, we raise the question of weather this

consolidation of thee cable television industry matters in a context where cable

television �rms and telecommunications �rms compete against each
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A Tables

TABLE I - MARKET PENETRATION OF CABLE NETWORKS

2002 2003 2004 2005

Cabled Households/Households 67% 69% 72% 75%

Subscribers/Households 25% 27% 27% 28%

Subscribers/Cabled Households 38% 38% 37% 37%

Subscribers/Population 12% 13% 13% 13%

Source: ANACOM.

TABLE II - CABLE NETWORKS OPERATORS

Operator

BRAGATEL - Companhia de TV por Cabo de Braga, S.A.

CABOVISÃO - Televisão por Cabo, S.A.

CATV - TV Cabo Portugal, S.A.

Pluricanal Leiria - Televisão por Cabo, S.A.

Pluricanal Santarém - Televisão por Cabo, S.A.

TVTEL Grande Porto - Comunicações, S.A.

Source: ANACOM.

TABLE III - MARKET SHARE OF CABLE OPERATORS

2002 2003 2004 2005

BRAGATEL 0.6% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

CABOVISÃO 14% 13% 14% 14%

CATV 84% 85% 84% 83%

Pluricanal Leiria 0.4% 0.4% 0.5% 0.5%

Pluricanal Santarém 0.7% 0.4% 0.5% 0.5%

TVTEL Grande Porto 0.3% 0.6% 0.9% 1.2%

Source: Autoridade da Concorrência.
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TABLE IV - CABLE NETWORKS OPERATORS ECONOMIC GROUP

Economic Group Operator

Cabovisão CABOVISÃO - Televisão por Cabo, S.A.

Portugal Telecom CATV - TV Cabo Portugal, S.A.

BRAGATEL - Companhia de TV por Cabo de Braga, S.A

Par�tel Pluricanal Leiria - Televisão por Cabo, S.A.

Pluricanal Santarém - Televisão por Cabo, S.A.

TVTEL TVTEL Grande Porto - Comunicações, S.A.

Source: ANACOM.

TABLE V - SUMMARY STATISTICS

Mean Std
Product

Variation

Quarter

Variation

Subscribers 326,703 486,858 108% 11%

Price (in �000 euros) 0.088 0.038 106% 22%

Share within potential market 0.062 0.093 108% 9%

Share within nest 0.333 0.333 109% 6%

Households 5,253,432 94,652 0% 100%

Cabled Households 1,087,136 959,017 108% 13%

Content Cost (in �000 euros) 13,603 14,152 108% 12%

Labour Cost (in �000 euros) 3,117 2,553 107% 18%

Materials Cost (in �000 euros) 26,809 31,855 108% 12%

Workers 327 244 104% 29%

TABLE VI - PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLE

Mean

Price

(in �000 euros)

Share within

potential market

Share within

nest

1. CATV (video) 0.066 0.263 0.840

2. Cabovisão (video) 0.057 0.044 0.139

3. Par�tel (video) 0.062 0.005 0.015

4. TvTel (video) 0.063 0.002 0.007

5. CATV (video+modem) 0.152 0.043 0.723

6. Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.127 0.016 0.277
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TABLE VII - RESULTS FROM LOGIT MODEL

Variable (OLS) (IV)

Price -14.44 *** -21.62 ***

(-4.19) (-3.54)

Content (�10 ^3) -0.063 ** -0.077 **

(-2.04) (-2.45)

Cabled Households (�10 ^6) 0.532 * 0.503 *

(1.89) (1.72)

Product Dummies yes yes

Time Dummies yes yes

First stage F � 1,151

R-squared 0.998 �

All regressions are based on 96 observations.

Asymptotically robust t-ratios in parentheses.

TABLE VIII - RESULTS FROM NESTED LOGIT MODEL

Variable (OLS) (IV1) (IV2)

Price -15.98 *** -31.69 *** -24.57 ***

(-6.56) (-3.85) (-3.64)

Nest Coe¢ cient video 0.864 *** 1.206 *** 0.798 **

(15.13) (3.10) (2.11)

Nest Coe¢ cient video+internet -1.152 *** -2.358 *** 0.000

(-3.28) (-4.84) �

Content (�10 ^3) -0.022 -0.043 -0.028

(-1.27) (-1.47) (-1.15)

Cabled Households (�10 ^6) 0.741 *** 1.02 *** 0.326

(4.06) (4.01) (1.62)

Product Dummies yes yes yes

Time Dummies yes yes yes

First stage F (price) � 1,067 1,043

First stage F (nest video) � 637 690

First stage F (nest video+internet) � 4,284 �

R-squared 0.999 � �

All regressions are based on 96 observations. Asymptotically robust t-ratios in parentheses.
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TABLE IX - MEDIAN ELASTICITIES MULTINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. CATV (video) -1.028 0.054 0.007 0.003 0.149 0.043

2. Cabovisão (video) 0.377 -1.189 0.007 0.003 0.149 0.043

3. Par�tel (video) 0.377 0.054 -1.366 0.003 0.149 0.043

4. Tv Tel (video) 0.377 0.054 0.007 -1.424 0.149 0.043

5. CATV (video+modem) 0.377 0.054 0.007 0.003 -3.104 0.043

6. Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.377 0.054 0.007 0.003 0.149 -2.746

A cell gives the % change in market share of the row�s product

with a 1% change in the price of the column�s product.

TABLE X - MEDIAN ELASTICITIES NESTED LOGIT MODEL

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. CATV (video) -2.158 0.815 0.099 0.048 0.169 0.048

2. Cabovisão (video) 5.733 -6.166 0.099 0.048 0.169 0.048

3. Par�tel (video) 5.733 0.815 -7.610 0.048 0.169 0.048

4. Tv Tel (video) 5.733 0.815 0.099 -7.965 0.169 0.048

5. CATV (video+modem) 0.429 0.061 0.007 0.004 -3.529 0.048

6. Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.429 0.061 0.007 0.004 0.169 -3.121

A cell gives the % change in market share of the row�s product

with a 1% change in the price of the column�s product.
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TABLE XI - RESULTS FROM COBB-DOUGLAS MODEL

Variable (OLS) (FRONTIER)

Price Content 0.358 (11.28) *** 0.321 (17.23) ***

Price Labour 0.622 (16.19) *** 0.658 (32.71) ***

Output (video) 0.781 (30.45) *** 0.806 (26.77) ***

Output (modem) 0.073 (1.44) -0.019 (-0.48)

Output (video)xOutput (modem) -0.011 (-2.19) ** -0.007 (-2.43) **

Gamma � 0.964 (24.76) ***

Firm Dummies yes yes

Time Dummies yes �

Homogeneity Test on Prices (p-value) 1.070 (0.307) 2.780 (0.096)

R-squared 1.000 �

All regressions are based on 60 observations. t-ratios in parentheses (asymptotically robust for OLS).

TABLE XII - MEDIAN TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY

1. CATV 1.028

2. Cabovisão 1.019

3. Par�tel 1.089

4. Tv Tel 1.062

TABLE XIII - PRICE-COST MARGINS�

PREDICTED(a) OBSERVED(b)

SPF CO CTC PPC

1. CATV (video) 46% 49% 88% 101% 70%

2. Cabovisão (video) 16% 16% 100% 114% 46%

3. Par�tel (video) 13% 13% 13% 103% 39%

4. Tv Tel (video) 13% 13% 13% 99% 56%

5. CATV (video+modem) 28% 34% 41% 44% 34%

6. Cabovisão (video+modem) 32% 32% 48% 51% 40%

7. Median 22% 24% 45% 100% 42%

SPF - Single Product Firms, CO - Current Ownership, CTP - Price Collusion between CATV and Cabovisão,

PPC - Perfect Price Collusion. (a) Obtained from demand estimates. (b) Obtained from cost estimates.
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TABLE XIV - MEDIAN ELASTICITIES NESTED LOGIT MODEL - CASE 1

1 2 3 4 5

1. CATV (video) -2.056 0.815 0.048 0.169 0.048

2. Cabovisão (video) 5.833 -6.166 0.048 0.169 0.048

3. Tv Tel (video) 5.833 0.815 -7.965 0.169 0.048

4. CATV (video+modem) 0.436 0.061 0.004 -3.529 0.048

5. Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.436 0.061 0.004 0.169 -3.121

A cell gives the % change in market share of the row�s product

with a 1% change in the price of the column�s product.

TABLE XV - MEDIAN ELASTICITIES NESTED LOGIT MODEL - CASE 2

1 2 3 4 5

1. CATV (video) -2.112 0.815 0.099 0.169 0.048

2. Cabovisão (video) 5.781 -6.166 0.099 0.169 0.048

3. Par�tel (video) 5.781 0.815 -7.610 0.169 0.048

4. CATV (video+modem) 0.432 0.061 0.007 -3.529 0.048

5. Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.432 0.061 0.007 0.169 -3.121

A cell gives the % change in market share of the row�s product with a 1% change in the price of

the column�s product.

TABLE XVI - MEDIAN ELASTICITIES NESTED LOGIT MODEL - CASE 3

1 2 3 4

1. CATV (video) -2.009 0.815 0.169 0.048

2. Cabovisão (video) 5.880 -6.166 0.169 0.048

3. CATV (video+modem) 0.440 0.061 -3.529 0.048

4. Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.440 0.061 0.169 -3.121

A cell gives the % change in market share of the row�s product with a 1% change in the price of

the column�s product.
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TABLE XVII - MEDIAN MERGER PRICE IMPACT - CASE 1

e Variation % Variation

1. CATV (video) 1.22 1.72%

2. Cabovisão (video) 0.02 0.04%

3. Tv Tel (video) 0.01 0.01%

4. CATV (video+modem) 0.32 0.21%

5. Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.01 0.01%

TABLE XVIII - MEDIAN MERGER PRICE IMPACT - CASE 2

e Variation % Variation

1. CATV (video) 0.50 0.76%

2. Cabovisão (video) -0.06 -0.11%

3. Par�tel (video) -5.60 -8.12%

4. CATV (video+modem) 0.17 0.11%

5. Cabovisão (video+modem) -0.02 -0.02%

TABLE XIX - MEDIAN MERGER PRICE IMPACT - CASE 3

e Variation % Variation

1. CATV (video) 1.47 2.25%

2. Cabovisão (video) 0.06 0.11%

3. CATV (video+modem) 0.41 0.27%

4. Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.02 0.02%
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TABLE XX - MEDIAN MARKET SHARE IMPACT - CASE 1

Pre-Merger Post-Merger

1. CATV (video) 27.32% 26.83%

2. Cabovisão (video) 4.31% 4.33%

3. Tv Tel (video) 0.22% 0.25%

4. CATV (video+modem) 4.58% 4.59%

5. Cabovisão (video+modem) 1.53% 1.54%

The pre market share for CATV (video) combines CATV (video) and Par�tel (video).

TABLE XXI - MEDIAN MARKET SHARE IMPACT - CASE 2

Pre-Merger Post-Merger

1. CATV (video) 27.06% 26.92%

2. Cabovisão (video) 4.31% 4.08%

3. Par�tel (video) 0.48% 0.76%

4. CATV (video+modem) 4.58% 4.58%

5. Cabovisão (video+modem) 1.53% 1.54%

The pre market share for CATV (video) combines CATV (video) and Tv Tel (video).

TABLE XXII - MEDIAN MARKET SHARE IMPACT - CASE 3

Pre-Merger Post-Merger

1. CATV (video) 27.54% 26.80%

2. Cabovisão (video) 4.31% 4.45%

3. CATV (video+modem) 4.58% 4.59%

4. Cabovisão (video+modem) 1.53% 1.55%

The pre market share for CATV (video) combines CATV (video), Par�tel (video) and Tv Tel (video).
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TABLE XXIII - MEDIAN SOCIAL WELFARE IMPACT - CASE 1

e �

Consumer Surplus -0.95

Pro�ts - Total 0.33

CATV (video) 0.30

Cabovisão (video) 0.00

Tv Tel (video) 0.00

CATV (video+modem) 0.02

Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.01

Social Welfare -0.62

TABLE XXIV - MEDIAN SOCIAL WELFARE IMPACT - CASE 2

e �

Consumer Surplus -0.35

Pro�ts - Total 0.12

CATV (video) 0.16

Cabovisão (video) -0.03

Par�tel (video) -0.02

CATV (video+modem) 0.01

Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.00

Social Welfare -0.23

TABLE XXV - MEDIAN SOCIAL WELFARE IMPACT - CASE 3

e �

Consumer Surplus -1.27

Pro�ts - Total 0.44

CATV (video) 0.38

Cabovisão (video) 0.02

CATV (video+modem) 0.03

Cabovisão (video+modem) 0.01

Social Welfare -0.83
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B REGIONAL ASYMMETRIES

The paper predicts the impact of the proposed mergers using average data for each of the

di¤erent �rms in the market. We are aware however that on a geographical basis, not all of

these �rms compete with each other in every region. For regions where Par�tel and TvTel

do not compete, we do not expect a priori the proposed mergers to have, on the short-run,

any impact. For those regions where Par�tel or TvTel compete, but not all �rms are active,

we expect the predicted impacts presented in this paper to be a lower-bound of the actual

impact of the mergers.

C Figures

FIGURE I - GEOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

Operators with Cabled Households 2005

Source: ANACOM.
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